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SAMPLE FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS 

Minimal Pairs  
Create minimal pairs that could be used in a natural processes approach for each of the phonological processes described in each of 
the positions indicated (answer X, 5 pts each). 
 

phonological process initial medial final 

Velar Fronting tea-key buddy-buggy bad-bag 
Palatal Fronting sip-ship fasten-fashion gash-gas 

Final Consonant Deletion   bow-boat 

 
Create minimal pairs that could be used in a maximal opposition approach for each of the phonemic inventories described in each of 
the positions indicated (answer X, 2 pts each). 
 

phonemic inventory initial final 

b d m f h p-n pot-knot p-n burp-burn 

p b k m n s w t-l tick-lick t-l boat-bowl 

 
Create two minimal pairs that could be used in a multiple oppositions approach for each of the sound preferences described in each 
of the positions indicated (answer X, 2 pts each). 
 

sound preference initial medial final 

clusters  f / __V cream-dream, groan-phone   

stops  ʔ / V__V  pickle-piddle, supper-sucker  

{k, s, ʃ, st}  t / V__   buck-bus, fish-fist 
 
Phonetic Placement  
Briefly describe a procedure by which each of the following phonemes can be taught to a child who is not stimulable to produce it. 
 

phoneme/cluster procedure 

θ ask child to prolong /s/ and then protrude his tongue between his teeth 

 

Multiple Choice  
Select the best answer to each question. Print each answer, using CAPITAL letters, inside the box provided (Answer X, Y pts each) 
 

 C   
5.  A vertical goal attack strategy is recommended for which type of errors? 

A. substitution 
B. omission 
C. distortion 
D. all of the above 
 

 B   
6.  All errors produced by a child with a craniofacial anomaly are attributable to poor velopharyngeal closure. 

A. true 
B. false 
 

Short answer (Answer X, Y pts each) 

8. A clinical behavior observed in some, but not all children with developmental apraxia of speech is 

 articulatory groping . 

9. If a child does not produce and is not stimulable for / tʃ/, it might be possible to shape production from 

  ʃ  , if that sound is in his inventory. 

Match the text in the left column to the text in the right column (Answer X, Y pts each) 

 

 b  1.  poor visibility a.  labiodental 

 a  2.  continuant b.  velar 

Definitions (Answer X, Y pts each) 
Briefly (100 words or less) define these terms as they apply to the study of speech sound disorders. 

 Minimal pair 
 PCC Early 8 



  
AAE Phonological Feature Identification  
 
Identify the AAE phonological features active in these productions 
ALV-th  Alveolarization of Voiceless Interdental Fricatives  FsC-MET  Metathesis  

BK-str  Backing in /str/ Clusters  MSR-L  Monophthongization & Syllable Reduction Before Liquid  

DEL-l  Deletion of /l/ Before Labials Mono  Monophthongization 

DeRhot  Derhotacization or Deletion of Vocalic and Postvocalic /r/  PV-IUP  Prevocalic Voicing of /p/ Initial Unstressed Syllables  

F-Glot-d  Final /d/ Glottalization  Rs-ae  Raised /ae/  

F-CR  Final Cluster Reduction  RO-3^  Raised Onglide to Stressed Syllabic /r/  

FCD  Final Consonant Deletion  Rhot-I  Rhotacization of /I/  

FDV-Ob  Final Obstruent Devoicing  Schwa-off  Schwa Offglide  

FrStress  Front Stressing  ST-th  Stopping of Interdental Fricatives  

HAP  Haplology  ST-th-N  Stopping of Interdental Voiceless Fricatives Near Nasals  

ICR-j  Initial /j/ cluster Reduction  ST-Vd-N  Stopping of Voiced Fricatives Before Syllabic Nasals  

Irhot-J  Initial /j/ Cluster Rhotacization  MRG-T/L  Tense/Lax Merger Before /l/  

ICR-r  Initial /r/ Cluster Reduction  Tns  Tensing of Lax Vowels  

IM-USD  Initial and Medial Unstressed Syllable Deletion  VOC-l  Vocalization of /l/  

LAB-th  Labialization of Interdental Fricatives  VC-r  Vowel Centralization Before /r/  

MRG-  Merger of // and // Before Nasals    

 

Gloss Target Transcription AAVE Phonological Features  

prefer prəˈfɝ pəˈfɝ  

blast blæst blæs  

 

AAE Phonological Feature Generation  
Write the phonetic transcription of each word, as it would be produced by a child exhibiting the AAVE 
phonological features listed 
 
Gloss AAVE Phonological Features  Transcription 

soil Mono, VOC-l, FDV-Ob  

dog Mono, VOC-l, FDV-Ob  

 

Word identification 
Identify a word that could be affected by each of the sound changes found in AAVE 
 

ALV-th   FrStress   FsC-MET   ST-th   

BK-str   HAP   MSR-L   ST-th-N   

 
SIE Phonological Feature Identification  
 

Identify the SIE phonological features active in these productions 

Aff Affrication-/ʃ, j/ Flap Flapping Dent Dentalization ST Stopping-/v, θ, ð/ 

BK-n  Backing-/n/ Mono Monophthongization DeRhot  DeRhotacization Tns  Tensing 

CR-sC  Cluster Reduction -/sC/ NDel Nasal Deletion DeV DeVoicing-/z, ʤ/ Trill Trilling 

DeAff Deaffrication Prot Prothesis FCD  FCD-/s, z/   

DeCen Decentralization Spir Spirantization-/d, ɾ/ 

 

Gloss Target Transcription SIE Phonological Features  

spoon spun ˌeˈspuŋ  

 

SIE Phonological Feature Generation  
Write the phonetic transcription of each word, as it would be produced by a child exhibiting the SIE phonological 
features listed 
 
Gloss SIE Phonological Features  Transcription 

shivering Aff, Flap  

 

Word identification 
Identify a word that could be affected by each of the sound changes found in SIE 
 

Aff  Flap  

BK-n   Mono  


